Austin designer takes collected
and new to the max.
By Cheryl Van Tuyl Jividen Photography by Erin Williamson

Scheer & Co. Interior Design has a consistent goal for
client projects, says Killy Scheer, designer and proprietor,
“Everything working together to make the end result feel
timeless. We don’t want our work to be trendy or
confined to a specific era; we take pieces out of their
timeline.” It is a process she also applies at home.
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hen the native New Yorker with
a Master of Science in Interior
Design from the Pratt Institute
relocated to Austin, she found an
850-square-foot home built in the
1950s in the North Central Skyview
neighborhood. Having lived in space-challenged apartments
in Manhattan and Brooklyn, the bungalow was a new experi-
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ence, she says, “By comparison it felt palatial, with a yard,
laundry closet and garage!”
The starting place however was rough. “Most of the house
was painted a sad, paper bag brown. While someone had attempted to wipe it up, a pink stain remained from an apparent
dropped can of red paint that had splashed onto the ceiling,”
she says. As a rental there were limitations on what could be
done. “We didn’t change the structure — we simply worked
within the framework of the existing architecture and house style.”
Calling it “collected maximalist,” every design choice was made with intention, drawing from a mix of family pieces
with history, thrifted, vintage and new
purchases, says Scheer, “It’s elevated and
feels collected, contemporary and familiar. The combination along with collections, books and art created an approachable and cohesive home.”
An image of a floral bouquet in a vase
was the source of the home’s color palette. “It included a range of colors: An
ethereal, romantic bouquet with dark
greys, purples to almost-pinks in a dark
bronze vase — it captured a ton of anal-
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ogous colors,” she says. Each room was given its own color
serving as a backdrop for the décor. “It all worked in concert
beautifully and cheerfully.”
The soft French gray living room and dining room are a
perfect example of her mastery of mixing. A Craig’s List sofa
was recovered locally by Undercover Upholstery in a fresh
print and three seat cushions were swapped out for a single
bench cushion. A pair of rattan chairs with leather seat cushions from Four Hands pairs nicely, bringing in warm browns
to contrast with the black and white fabric. The wood floor
sports a new fawn brindle cowhide rug from Joss & Main
topped with a 1970’s chrome and glass coffee table. A copper
counterweight sconce Scheer salvaged from a New Jersey
house slated for demolition was rewired at Tipler’s Lamp
Shop and hangs overhead. Nearby, an exotic leather and
dark wood chair from Room Service Vintage and a side table
from Bungalow 5 offers display space beneath a collection
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of grasscloth matted, botanical watercolor prints Scheer’s
grandfather brought home from Japan after serving in the
Korean War.
Underneath a custom Sputnik-inspired brass chandelier,
a West Elm dining room table is surrounded by woven cane
and silver chairs that Scheer grew up using at family meals,
accented with soft sheepskin throws. Her mother’s leather
binocular case is but one of the family references; the gallery
wall includes art pieces by friends and family members and
one of several antique gold leaf mirrors in the home, handed
down from relatives. “Heritage pieces are a great way to honor
family,” says Scheer.
The home had limited storage throughout so clever solutions were employed to add space and avoid adding clutter.
Creatively in the slate blue kitchen, a wall-mounted pegboard
artistically showcases her Le Creuset® cookware. “When you
have wall space, use it!” advises Scheer. “The pegboard pro-
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vided accessible and aesthetically pleasing storage space.” A
tall table with stools provides a small breakfast area that does
double duty as additional work surface.
Gilded in a bronze metallic Martha Stewart paint, the hallway leads to the other rooms. Creating the illusion of a taller
space, the den’s walls were painted in Cerulean matte and
gloss vertical stripes, a backdrop for another gallery wall of
work by friends and family. Seating is provided by a Chesterfield sofa from Restoration Hardware and a chair covered in
a Suzani fabric from Stockton Hicks Laffey in Austin. A trio
of brass drums serve collectively as a coffee table that can accommodate flexible seating or individual drink tables. “They
add a modular element and are lightweight and easy to move
around,” says Scheer.
A light shade of aubergine colors the walls of the master
bedroom, contrasting the pale gold velvet chair Scheer found
at a yard sale and carried home following a neighborhood

run. The brass bed outfitted in white linens has pops of orange with a decorative pillow and throw — a color drawn
from the centerpiece landscape painting above. Punctuated
with wood furnishings and emerald green and chinoiserie
lamps from Gracious Home in New York, the room evokes a
pleasant serenity.
Of all the rooms, it was the small bathroom that saw the
boldest changes, Scheer says. To overcome a 90’s redo and
make the space more useable took ingenuity. “Wallpaper
wasn’t an option over the thickly textured wall so I created a pattern and had it painted on the wall which toned the
texture down,” she says of the white and fuchsia design. An
oversized light fixture elongates the space and a wide shadow framed mirror is big enough to accommodate double use.
Just like the floral image that inspired the design of her
home, Scheer makes flowers a part of her everyday décor.
“Flowers add life and freshness,” she says. For everyday bou-
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quets she favors easy to find and affordable grocery store sets
either separated out into single types of flowers or combining mixed bunches. The organic detail adds another layer to
the home’s collective look. “It has depth and unexpected moments at every turn. An interplay of patterns, textures and
styles,” says Scheer. “It’s a fun mix.”

SCHEER’S SMALL SPACE TIPS
Killy Scheer shares décor and design ideas that make the most of
limited space without adding clutter.
• Consider furniture with extra storage, such as side tables
or coffee tables with drawers or shelves—every piece
should serve two purposes
• Use walls for organizing everyday items like cookware
and spices to save space on surfaces
• Mount curtains well above windows to create the illusion
of more ceiling height
• Use standing or wall-mounted open-sided bookcases
• Employ flexible, modular furnishings
• Use vertical elements or paint techniques to visually
expand space u
SCHEER & CO. INTERIOR DESIGN
512-270-9322 | www.scheer.co
IG: @scheerandco
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